Summary: Testing the association between SNP effects and a response is a common task. Such tests are often carried out through kernel machine methods based on least squares, such as the Sequence Kernel Association Test (SKAT). However, these least squares procedures assume a normally distributed response, which is often violated.
Introduction
Detecting associations between a set of genetic markers, such as SNPs, and a continuous response is a common problem. These tasks lend themselves to multi-marker approaches, such as kernel methods, that analyze variants at the gene level and may gain power due to their lower multiple testing burden. Kernel methods are also appealing over burden-based multi-marker approaches, which treat the overall genetic marker effect as fixed and test for the mean genetic effect with various weighting schemes (Gauderman et al., 2007; Madsen and Browning, 2009; Li and Leal, 2008) . Many of these burden-based methods are optimal in the case of additive loci with similar size and direction of effect, but kernel methods typically avoid these loci effect restrictions by viewing the overall genetic effect as random or the output of a nonparametric function.
Least squares kernel machines (LSKM), developed by Liu et al. (2007) and Kwee et al. (2008) , are popular kernel methods that utilize a linear mixed model with normally distributed errors. Mixed model methods such as Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) may be applied for simultaneous estimation of parameters, and LSKM estimators can be shown to be the best linear unbiased predictors. Score tests can be used for testing the overall genetic marker effect, and due to distributional assumptions this score statistic follows a Chisquared mixture under the null hypothesis (Liu et al., 2007) . A type of LSKM that has been developed is the sequence kernel association test (SKAT), which incorporates weights into the kernel according to genetic marker minor allele frequencies (Wu et al., 2011) . However, the assumption of normally distributed errors limits inference to the conditional mean response.
In the case of a skewed or heavy-tailed response, the null distribution of the test statistic does not follow a Chi-squared mixture, leading to moderate to severe loss of power.
A variation on LSKMs, the quantile regression kernel machines (QRKM) utilizes quantile regression methods rather than least squares for parameter estimation. When testing the genetic marker effect, Kong et al. (2016) proposes a QRKM score-type statistic based on the subgradient of the check function rather than the traditional score test. Although QRKM is more robust to extreme observations, the method is restricted only to inference on the conditional quantile. While these quantiles offer more choice than in LSKMs, additional flexibility may be desired.
Although appropriate multi-marker association testing procedures are limited for nonnormal responses, one such data set is the the Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) study. The CATIE trial aimed to compare the effectiveness of atypical antipsychotics in unrelated patients suffering from schizophrenia and measured patient antibody levels on three neurotrophic herpesviruses. As discussed with additional detail in Section 4, these antibody levels are notably right-skewed. Even after a log-transformation, the data display a bimodal distribution. Violating the assumption of normality, tests such as LSKM and SKAT are not appropriate. Although QRKM is valid with such distributions and robust to outliers, QRKM restricts inference to the conditional quantile and limits the loss function used in the analysis. Thus, we propose a robust and general method to test for multi-marker association with this non-normally distributed response.
Our robust kernel association test accommodates any valid loss function and is robust to outliers, heavy tails, and skewed distributions. We achieve this robust framework by generalizing previous kernel methods and eliminating all distributional assumptions on the response. While LSKM and SKAT specify a square loss and QRKM specifies a 'check' loss, we follow similar score function derivations with a general loss function subject to a few minor restrictions. The user-specified, general loss function may be taken from the robust statistics literature, rendering RobKAT methodology robust to non-normal responses. The RobKAT test statistic also is a similar quadratic form as previous methods and, as described in Section 2, simplifies to LSKM, SKAT, and QRKM in special cases. However, RobKAT's general loss function also provides alternatives to LSKM's conditional mean inference and QRKM's conditional quantile inference. The null distribution of our test statistic and associated pvalues can be calculated through a permutation test, as originally proposed for QRKM.
However, since the permutation testing procedure is computationally inefficient, we instead apply a fast permutation testing method described by Zhan and Wu (2017) that estimates the null distribution of the test statistic through moment matching.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 details model notation, derivation of our RobKAT statistic, and p-value computation. Section 3 then demonstrates the validity, Type I error control, and power of our test through simulation study comparing to normalbased methods. We show that our proposed testing procedure is robust to non-normal distributions, even providing a powerful and Type I error-controlled test when errors follow a Cauchy distribution. Although comparable to SKAT when the response is normal, RobKAT shows greater power in all non-normal cases that we explored. In Section 4, we apply our proposed testing procedure to detect the association between genes in chromosome 6, including the MHC region, and antibody levels using CATIE clinical trial data. We find four significantly associated gene sets using the skewed antibody response, three of which are not detected by SKAT. In Section 5, we conclude that RobKAT's computational efficiency and robust nature make it a useful procedure even on the genome-wide scale.
Methodology

Model Specification and Testing Problem
Suppose we observe data (Y i , X i , Z i ), i = 1, . . . , n, where Y i is a scalar response of interest, Z i denotes a p × 1 vector of genetic covariates, and X i denotes a q × 1 vector of other confounders observed for the ith subject. We consider the model
where β is an unknown coefficient vector, h(·) is an unknown function quantifying the effect of the genetic covariates, and i , i = 1, . . . , n are independent mean zero random errors. Testing for the overall genetic marker effect corresponds to a hypothesis test for H 0 : h(Z i ) = 0.
One issue in kernel machine regression is that the potentially nonparametric function h(·) may be difficult to model. We instead assume that h(·) is an element of a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), H K , which can be uniquely defined by a positive semi-definite kernel function k(·, ·) (Shawe- Taylor and Cristianini, 2004; Wahba, 1990) . Due to certain mathematical properties of RKHS, this structure allows us to represent h(Z i ) with images of the kernel function. Further, we may summarize this information in the positive semidefinite matrix K, whose (i, j) element is defined by k(Z i , Z j ). To obtain estimates of h(·), researchers often minimize the penalized loss criterion
We note that the nonparametric functional form of h(·) may be infinite-dimensional. Regarding the form of ρ(·), the least squares kernel machine methods specify ρ(t) = t 2 /2 in order to implement squared-loss.
A key observation is that estimates of β and h from Equation 1 match best linear unbiased estimators estimates obtained from the mixed effects model, (Liu et al., 2007) . Further, estimates for the remaining parameters, τ and σ 2 , can be computed using restricted maximum likelihood estimates. With the mixed effects model in mind, LSKM performs a hypothesis test for H 0 : τ = 0 using a variance component score test. Leveraging the model's normality assumptions, inference on the test statistic comes from a Chi-Squared mixture and a Satterthwaite approximation (Liu et al., 2007) .
QRKM also uses the penalized minimization criterion but instead specifies a check function for the loss: ρ(t) = ηt I {t 0} + (η − 1)t I {t<0} where η ∈ (0, 1) is the conditional quantile of interest (Kong et al., 2016) . When researchers are interested in association with the conditional median response, for example, η = 0.5 and ρ(t) = 0.5|t|. Estimates for β are the values that minimize
under the null hypothesis, and can be computed using quantile regression packages such as quantreg in R. As with LSKM, the QRKM test statistic follows the variance component score test procedure. Since the check loss function is not differentiable, however, the derivation uses the subgradient, ψ(t) = ηI {t>0} + (η − 1)I {t<0} + (η − B)I {t=0} , where B is the outcome of a Bern(η) random variable.
Without using an assumption of normality, the null distribution of the QRKM test statistic and resulting p-value are computed using a permutation algorithm (Kong et al., 2016) .
In RobKAT, we derive the variance component score statistic but with a general ρ, subject only to a small number of conditions. In this way, LSKM and QRKM will be special cases of our robust and generalized method. Let ρ be a differentiable function ρ :
ρ(x) exists and is non-decreasing
The first assumption is taken from standard robust statistics procedures described in Maronna et al. (2006) , and the last two are modifications to exclude redescending ψ-functions. Violations of assumptions 2 and 3 can be accommodated, however performance of the resulting test may be suboptimal. The exclusion of these redescending ψ-functions and such performance impairment is discussed further in section 5. Note that we do not make any assumptions on the distribution of e i .
Test Statistic
To motivate our method, we first consider the simpler case in which h(
where s is the scale parameter for the distribution of e i . Differentiating and setting equal to zero, the corresponding score function then yields the M-estimation equations
Let β be an estimate of β under the null hypothesis 
where Φ denotes an expectation under the assumption of a standard normal error distribution (Huber, 1977; Schrader and Hettmansperger, 1980 ). Huber's Proposal 2 estimate is preferred over other robust estimates of scale as it has desirable convergence properties under our assumption of convex ρ (Schrader and Hettmansperger, 1980) .
The last expression uses the simplifications w and K where the i th element of w is defined by w i = ψ(
) and the
This K can be generalized to any kernel function k(., .). The effect of k(., .) is linked with the form of h(Z i ). In the previous derivation, setting h(Z i ) = Z i γ, a model with only main genetic-marker effects, corresponds to the linear kernel K with entries defined
, a model with quadratic main effects and all two-way interactions, then we would obtain a quadratic kernel whose entries are defined by
The kernel function k(., .) generates a function space that contains h(Z i ). This theoretical framework thus represents h(Z i ) by a linear combination h(Z i ) = j α j k(Z i , Z j ) for some weights α j , which gives a clear connection between choice of k(., .)
and form of h(Z i ). Since K is symmetric positive semi-definite, k(., .) is often thought of as a similarity metric between two individuals, which may be more intuitive to specify than the form of h(Z i ) itself. Further, any symmetric positive semi-definite matrix describing similarity may be used for K. When Z i represents genetic markers, for example, the IBS kernel is defined as k(
proportion of alleles shared between individuals i and j.
By instead defining the form of h(Z i ) through k(., .), we generalize our test statistic to any valid kernel function. Thus, we produce a test statistic that is intuitively specified through a kernel function, k(., .), and loss function, ρ. Note that any ρ function following the general assumptions listed above is easily incorporated into this test statistic. For example, the case in which ρ(t) = 1 2 t 2 leads to the usual LSKM test statistic and ρ(t) = 0.5|t| leads to the QRKM statistic (Liu et al., 2007; Kong et al., 2016) . Another common choice of ρ is from the family of Huber functions defined by
where the value of k may be chosen for a desired asymptotic variance (Huber, 1977; Maronna et al., 2006) . For −k < x < k, the function is quadratic as in least squares, and for |x| > k the function is linear as in quantile regression. Thus, this family may be seen as an intermediate between least squares and quantile regression.
To calculate our general kernel machine test statistic, we first fit the model under the null hypothesis, H 0 : h(Z i ) = 0, by regressing Y on X and minimizing n i=1 ρ(e i ) with the iterated re-weighted least squares algorithm. Then we use the null model to compute s, Hubers Proposal 2 robust estimate of scale. We then compute the score-type statistic described above, T = w t Kw.
Null Distribution of the Testing Statistic
It is possible to obtain the null distribution for a statistic of the form w T Kw using permutations (Kong et al., 2016) . However, there is a substantial computational burden associated with calculating a null distribution using permutations of data sets with large sample sizes.
Slightly modifying our test statistic by centering K, we can avoid the computational burden in obtaining the null distribution of T (Zhan and Wu, 2017) . Following the fast algorithm developed by Zhan and Wu (2017) , we instead consider T = w T PKPw, where P = I n − 1 n
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T is the centering matrix. Because K is symmetric and positive semi-definite, there exists a ma-
This form of the statistic can then be leveraged with previously established distribution approximation methods. The analytical expressions of the first three moments of T = tr(X T XY T Y) have been previously derived by Kazi-Aoual et al. (1995) . We may then utilize the fast techniques developed for RV-type statistics of the form tr(PAA T PBB T ), which approximate the null permutation distribution by moment matching to a Pearson type III distribution following Josse et al. (2008) . Although it is possible to approximate the empirical null distribution with the normal, log-normal, or Edgeworth distributions, the Pearson type III approximation is both accurate and more efficient than these competitors (Josse et al., 2008) . Following the method described by Zhan and Wu (2017) , we use the centered test statistic, analytical moments, and approximated Pearson type III density to obtain a p-value for our test statistic. In the case of ρ(t) = 0.5|t|, this faster algorithm has been shown to be about 6, 000 times faster than the standard permutation test with comparable power and type I error (Zhan and Wu, 2017) .
[ Figure 1 about here.]
Simulation Study
We perform a simulation study to investigate the properties of our proposed method with the robust Huber ψ-function when the data have various error distributions and the genetic effect takes various forms. We then compare the performance of our proposed method against that of SKAT, which is not robust and assumes a normally distributed error distribution.
We also include the special case of our robust method where ρ(t) = 0.5|t|, which corresponds to the QRKM method with τ = 0.5. We refer to the QRKM ρ(t) = 0.5|t| as least absolute deviation, LAD.
Simulation Study Design
We generate data from the model
We generate elements of X i from N (0, I 5 ) and set β = 1 5 , and perform simulation studies with both the linear h(Z i ) = Z T i 1 5 and the nonlinear h(
where Z i is a randomly sampled 9-SNP genotype of the SLC17A1 gene in the CATIE antibody study. We compare testing results from iid error terms, i , generated from t 3 , χ B ∼ Bern(θ), and θ ∈ {0.9, 0.7}. For all testing procedures, we use an IBS kernel and two sample sizes (n = 100, 300). We use the Huber function defined by k = 1.345 for 95% efficiency of least squares when the errors are normally distributed.
To examine Type I error, we consider significance levels α = 0.01, α = 0.05, and α = 0.1. 
Simulation Results
As seen in Table 1 , our testing method produces reasonable type I errors for each of the error distributions. Although SKAT produces similar type I errors for t 3 , χ 2 1 , and N (0, 1), the type I errors with Cauchy distributed i are notably deflated. Our testing method also produces reasonable type I errors across sample sizes for both the 10% and 30% normal mixtures, which is comparable to the SKAT testing method.
For standard normal and t 3 distributed errors, all tests displayed similar power. For the χ 2 1 skewed errors, our robust method has similar power to LAD and a slight power advantage over SKAT. For Cauchy distributed errors, however, SKAT loses a substantial amount of power, while the Huber ψ-function method and LAD ψ-function perform reasonably well.
For the 30% normal mixture distribution, the Huber ψ-function performs similarly to SKAT, with the LAD ψ-function has a notably greater power than the other two methods. For the 10% normal mixture distribution, the robust methods are more powerful than SKAT and similar to LAD. The association tests under the 30% bimodal mixture overall is less powerful than the association test under the 10% bimodal mixture.
These trends are similar between the linear and nonlinear form of h(Z i ). However, the nonlinear modeling of the genetic markers required smaller effect size for maximal power.
The previously described trends for power are also consistent when the sample size increases to n = 300 (See Web Appendix C).
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[ Genetic variation in chromosome 6 is also thought to contribute to immune function and response to infectious diseases, such as neurotropic herpesviruses. This class of infectious agent has been linked to cognitive impairments, and in the case of Herpes Simplex Virus Type 1 have shown significant association with aspects of the decreased cognition found in schizophrenia disorders (Yolken et al., 2011) . At baseline in the CATIE trial, participants provided a blood sample from which investigators measured Ig class antibodies to three neurotrophic herpesviruses: Herpes Simplex Virus type 1 (HSV1), Herpes Simplex Virus type 2 (HSV2), and Cytomegalovirus (CMV) (Yolken et al., 2011) .
We aim to apply our robust kernel machine methodology to determine genes near the MHC region with association to levels of three herpesvirus antibodies: HSV1, HSV2, and CMV. We investigate 12 genes on chromosome 6p22.1 including MHC region as was done previously in Maity et al. (2012) and Davenport et al. (2018 Table 2 .
For the HSV1 and CMV antibody responses, no significant associations were detected for any gene with any loss function. For the HSV2 antibody response and each kernel, both SKAT and RobKAT detected significant association with the MHC region. However, our robust kernel association test was able to detect significant associations to the POM121L2 and SLC17A1 genes, while SKAT and LAD did not detect any significant associations. LAD detected a significant association with the HIST1H2BJ gene, while the other ψ-functions did not.
It is sensible that both SKAT and the proposed test detected the MHC region, which has the most established association with both schizophrenia and immune function. However, the data for each antibody response are skewed (see Supplementary Materials for data distributions). As our previous simulations suggest improved power in non-normally distributed data sets, perhaps our model detected a signal in the SLC17A1 and POM121L2 genes whereas SKAT failed. The association between POM121L2 and schizophrenia has been previously noted by Aberg et al. (2013) . The power described in the simulation study represents a probability, so it is not unreasonable that LAD detected HIST1H2BJ gene when our robust test did not.
[ Table 2 about here.]
Discussion
We have developed the methodology of a general and robust kernel association test for the
with the score-type test statistic T = w t Kw. Our kernel association test is general, and many previously established kernel association tests such as SKAT and QRKM are special cases when specific loss functions are chosen. RobKAT is flexible in that it places few assumptions on both the choice of kernel and the choice of loss function. The test also does not place any assumptions, including existence of moments, on the response distribution. We then implemented RobKAT with fast permutation testing techniques, which also provides the null distribution of our test statistic without assuming a response distribution. This permutation testing approach is key, as the LSKM Chi-squared mixture null distribution with our statistic decreases power and fails to control for type I error in small and moderate sample sizes (See Web Appendix F for simulation evidence).
We ran a simulation study with an IBS kernel, three different loss functions (Huber, LAD, SKAT) , and various response distributions (t 3 , χ 2 1 , N (0, 1), Cauchy(0, 1)) to investigate the performance of our robust kernel association test. In all distributional settings, the type I error was controlled and the robust tests showed similar or greater power than SKAT. This pattern also held in a simulation study bimodal distributed responses. Furthermore, as no single robust loss function was universally superior across response distributions, there is a demonstrated benefit of allowing a variety of loss functions, which is a feature of RobKAT.
We were also able to apply our methodology to the CATIE data set to test for associations between levels of neurotropic herpesviruses and genes located in the MHC region of chromosome 6. Although the antibody level response was non-normal, our robust kernel association test was able to detect significant associations between HSV2 and the MHC region and the HIST1H2BJ, POM121L2, and SLC17A1 genes. Among these genes, SKAT only detected association between HSV2 levels and the MHC region, which is unsurprising given the observed trend from simulation that SKAT is less powerful than our robust test when the response is non-normal.
Simulation studies for linear and quadratic kernels were also performed and produced similar power and type I error trends among the various loss functions. For both the linear and nonlinear forms of h(Z i ), the tests utilizing different kernels had similar power with the quadratic kernel producing the greatest power (See Web Appendices A-B for full simulation results).
Simulation studies for two additional ψ-functions, Hampel and Bisquare, were also performed (See Appendix). The Hampel family of functions is defined by
and setting a = 1.353, b = 3.157, r = 7.216 in our simulations for 95% efficiency (Hampel, 1986 ). Tukey's Bisquare family of functions is defined by ψ(x) = x 1 − (
I {|x| k} and setting k = 4.685 for 95% efficiency in our simulations (Maronna et al., 2006) . These two ψ-functions are called redescending functions, meaning that there exists a rejection point c < ∞ such that ψ(x) = 0 for all |x| c (Huber, 1981) .
Although these redescending functions violate our assumptions on ψ, redescending functions may be attractive in data sets with extreme outliers in the distribution's tails, as the outliers would likely receive no weight in model fitting. Some researchers such as Huber (1981) warn against the use of these redescending functions, arguing that the risks from sensitivity to incorrect ψ scale parameter specification do not outweigh the slight improvement in asymptotic variance. For these reasons, simulation results that include the Hampel and
Bisquare ψ-functions are only included in the Supplementary Web Materials.
For the Cauchy and 30% mixture distributions, the redescending ψ-functions had slightly more power than with the other ψ-functions, likely due to the heavy tails and outliers in these distributions. For all other distributions, the power and type I error control were similar to that of the Huber ψ-function. With increasing effect sizes in our simulation study, we observed an eventual decreasing power trend for the redescending ψ-functions. With large effect size, we suspect that the plato in ρ-function inherent from the redescending ψ fails to detect strong signals.
Our algorithm is also computationally efficient through the utilization of fast kernel machine testing methods developed by Zhan and Wu (2017 Table 2 : Data analysis of CATIE data using RobKAT (huber loss), QRKM (LAD loss), and SKAT. The significance threshold was determined via a Bonferroni correction based on 12 gene analyses, 3 kernels, and 3 methods (α = 0.05/(12 * 3 * 3) = 0.00046). Significant results are shown in bold.
